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China telecom group has started to operate mobile billing. The data transfer 
between country billing and collection center and all provinces billing and collection 
center need to be more in real time.  Currently most provinces billing and collection 
center use integrated collection system to exchange data. And all the systems are 
different. They don’t have uniform access standard and guarantee mechanism. They 
are lack on data security and data management mechanism. In current operation 
situation, the problems of data exchange fail, delay, and data lose are very common. It 
has been effect on the operation of mobile credit control. In order to make more 
efficiency on operation of all data center, data management and data exchange 
technology is the key point topic in the data information. This article is focus on data 
information research in telecom industry. The intelligence of Intelligence Data 
Exchange Platform (IDEP) is established in the telecom business data exchange, 
combined with logistics storage management technology, and use in telecom industry. 
IDEP has improved the shared of information resource in different systems. It 
supports extendable in different kinds of system in telecom. It also supports exactitude 
and real-time information for management and decision making. The platform 
includes scheduler center, data exchange (file exchange and message exchange), 
command record and system management. 
The intelligence of IDEP is using the idea of logistics storage management. It has 
a perfect method of logistics manage and establishes a mechanism of data trace query 
and management to make the integrality of business data exchange. With strict data 
audit and check mechanism to guarantee the consistency, reliability and security of 
data exchange in the platform. It has a process of standard data send and incept, also 
has a process on error handle and reject on exception data. With the reference of 
transfer net and token ring concept in telecom, the token and transfer are divided. It 
can guarantee the real time and security data transfer; also can equally load the data 
automatically in business support system. With the mechanism of backup, disaster and 
recovery, it has achieved the high reliability of 7 by 24. 
This article is base on criterion software project management methodology. 
According to company's quality management system, we do the whole project with 














design, detail design, configure develop environment, code develop and function test. 
Introduce the automation test platform in detail. Make sure our research and develop 
result can deliver in real project.  
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